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RVSM Policy Updates

• Definitions
  • Rape
  • Sexual Exploitation
• Opportunity to heard in-person
• Submit questions to be asked of the other party
RVSM Policy Updates

• Appeal for Faculty and Academic Staff
• Student Conduct Process
  • Sanction Panel
  • Appeal of sanction and OIE decision to:
    • Vice President for Student Affairs – suspensions and dismissals
    • Equity Review Officer – all other cases
Cultivating a safe and inclusive campus community that is free of sex discrimination, sexual harassment, and sexual violence.
Reports and Resources

• Title IX Annual Report
• Mandatory Reporting Guides
• Claimant and Respondent Resource Guides
• Claimant and Respondent Information Forms
Education and Awareness Programs

• New student online RVSM training launched

• Updated faculty/staff online RVSM
Community Engagement

• Focus Groups
• Office Hours
• Sexual Violence Advisory Committee
• Violence Free Communities
Questions?
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